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An n’X4 orthogonal nrrey is a p3ir (P, H) whcrc f’ = (1.2. ,. n) ;mJ R is ;I c~~rflcctll~n cvf 
ordered 4-luples of elements from P (called rows) such thict if I c 1 E (I, 2.3.4) and I and p .zrc 
any two clcmcntsof P (not nccesfiarily distinct) there is exactly one row in B whose tlh coordinutc 
is x and who% j’” coordinate is y. if n is my permut3tion in S, rnd Hn denotes the set of 4-luptes 
obtained From B by permuting the coordinates in each row of IJ accordmg IO 0. then (P, Ba) is 
3bo sn nz x 4 orthogonel array. In this case (P, B) and (I? Bn 1 arc said lo be cnnj:Jgnte. A 
subgroup H of S, is called an inv3riant canjugstion subgroup of S, if there is at tcast one n’ x 4 
arthqcrnal array (P,B) such that B = Rn if and only if ir E /f. This p3pcr dcterminca the 
invariant conjugation suhgroup?s of S, and constructs f0r each one 3n infinite chss of n x 4 
orthogonal arr3ys having that ruuhgroup 3s its invariant cruniugrrlion subgroup. In the TRSC of A, 
(the atternalihg group of degree 4) it is shown ttr3t there is un n’ Y J orthogonal :rrray having ,tr 
cls its irr,,ariant conjugstinn subgroup if and only if n s I or 4(mod I2). 
1. IntroductiorP 
An n2 X k 0Prhogom.d may is a pair (P, B) where P = (1.2.. , ., n} and 8 is it 
cokctiofl of k-tuples of elements from P (called rows) such that if i < 
jE(l,2,3,..., k) and x and y are any two elements of P (not necessarily distinct) 
there is le~tdy one raw in B whose i th coordinate is x and whose i’” coordinate is y 
(an n2 X k orthogonal array is, of course, equivalent o a T(n, k ) transversal design). 
In WW fofows we wilf refer to the i”’ coordinate of a row r as the ilh column of r. 
Let (.P% 8) be an nz X k orthogonal ar’iay and let ty be any permutation in Sk (the 
symmetric group on (II 2,3,. . .) k). Denote by f3a the set of k -tuples obtained from 
k4 by permuting the columns in each row of B according to Q. It is immediate that 
(P, Ba) is again a to2 X k orthogonal array. If we set C(P, B) = {(P, Ba): all LY E Sk 1 
them, af course, Sk acts as a transitive permutation group on C’fP, 8). The stabilizer 
of (P,B) is callled the invariant conjugation grotip of (P, B) and the elements of 
GfP,B)iarecaIIedrhac~juigatcsaf(P,B).Evidently,jC(P,B)1 = k!llstab(P.B):!. 
For example, if (P* I?) is the orthogonal array given by P = {l-2,3) and B = 
((t,~,l$, .@,2,2); (lJ,3), (2,1;2), (2,2,3), (2,3,0, (X1,3), (3,2,Ut (3,5.2% then 
P(f3)= ((&I, 1), (2,2, l), (3,3, I). @,I, Z), (3,2,2), (1,X 2)* (i > 1.B. (4,2*3P* (2?3.3)1 
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(interchange the I” and 3“’ cc’lumns) and B(l32) = ((1,1,1), (2,2, I), (3,3, I), 
(1.2,2), (2,3,2), (3,1,2). [I, 3,3), (Iz? 1,3), (3,2,3)) (push the columns to the left one 
place). The reader can readily check that the orthogonal arrays (P, B), (f, B(13)) 
snd (P, BY,132)) are distinct and that B = 8(12), B(l3)= B(123) and f3(132)= 
B(B). Hence C(f,EI)={(f, S), (P,B(13)), (P,B(132))} and stab(P,BB)={(l), 
~1~~~. A very obvious problem presents itself: The determination for each k and 
each subgr’oup H of SL of the set of all n such that there is an nz x k orthogonal 
array having H as its invariant conjugation subgroup. In [7], LiFdner and Steedley 
completely solved this problem for k = 3 (couched in terms of quasigroups instead 
d nz x 3 trrthogonal arrays). 
T 1.1 (Lindner and Steedley [7]). If14 is any subgroup of S,, hen for LW~ 
n kare is n n” x 3 orthogonal array having H as its irvariant conjugation 
OUbpWp. 
SO there will be no confusion in what follows: A subgroup H of S, is an invariant 
~~~~u~uti~n s.ubpup of Si, if and only if there exists 3n n* >i k orthogonal array 
(P, B) such that stab(P, B) = H. Note : This definition requires that stab (P, B) is 
literally H, not isomorphic to H. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the invariant conjugation subgroups of 
S, arc precisely: 
(1) the trivial subgroup, 
Co: = C(ij)(stj> any cyclic subgroup generated by the product of two 
diejoint transpositions, 
Ci = ((ijk )) any cyclic subgroup generated by a cycle of length 3, 
C, = ((ijst )) any cyclic subgroup generated by a cycle of length 4. 
ka the Klein 4,-group ((I), (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)), 
A I the alternative group of degree 4. 
it&ally, we construct for each of the above subgroups 3n infinite class of 
n .” x 4 orthogonal arrays having that subgroup as its invariant conjugation sub- 
group. (In the case cf A, the set of orders for which there is an nz x 4 orthogonal 
array having A, as its invariant conjugation subgroup is exactly the set of all n = 1 
or J(mod l2).) Finally, as an obvious corolIary of the above results, we show that 
e number of conjugates of an n’ x 4 orthogonal array must be one of 2,&g, 12, or 
2-t. The problem of defermining for eech of the invariant conjugation subgroups H 
of S, the set of afi n such that there is an n’ x 4 orthogonal array having H as its 
~~~ar~an~ conjugation subgroup is extremely diflicult (to put it mildly) and rema.ns, 
after a valiant struggle by the authors, as yet unresolved (except for Aa). 
Let 0-T B) be an n ’ x k orthogonal array and let i, j and t be any three distinct 
f, ers in (1,2 ,. ..? k) and let EY be any l-1 mapping from f1,2,5) onto (i,j,,t). 
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Denote by B * the set of all ordered triples (x, y, z) such that x, y and z arc in the 
same row in B with x in column lo, y in column 2~ and z in column h. Then 
(P, B*) is an n’ x 3 orthogonal array which we will refer to as the (la, 2n. 30 )- 
orthogonal ;irray of (P, B). Note that as cy runs over all six permutations in S, WC 
obtain all six conjugates of (I’, B). It is, of course, well-known that an n’ x 3 
ortho,gonal array is equivalent to the quasigroup (P, 3 ) defined by (x. y, z ) E B if 
and only if x @y = z. In this case, the six quasigroups corresponding to the six 
conjugates of (P, B) can he described by the six binary operations @(I, ?,I+), 
@(l,3,2), @(2, t,3), -29t2.3, I), @(3,1,2) and @((3,:!, I) given by: x @y = t if and 
only if x@(1,2,3)y =z, X@(1,3,2)L =y, y@(2,1,3)x=z, y$Q(2.3,1)2 =x. 
z 8 (3,1,2) x = y and z a(3.2.1) y = x. The vernacular “conjugate quasigroups” is 
due to Stein [lo] and means exactly the same as “‘parastrophic quasigroups” in 
&de’s terminology [‘i’]. Since the permuting of the cahtrnns of an n” x k orthogonal 
array for k > 3 is an obvious generalization of the conjugation of quasigroups (but 
not the only generalization by any means) the use of this terminology is natural. 
Finally (also well-known), if o is any 1-l mapping of {l, 2) into (2.2,. . . . k} then the 
quasigroups corresponding to the k - 2 n’ x 3 or:hogonal arrays (la, 2ru, I), I E 
w,..., k}\{lcr, 2a), are pairwise orthogonal. In what follows orthogonal array 
will always means an n’ x 4 orthogonal array. 
3. The invariant conjugation subgroups of S, 
We begin by observing that no orthogonal array can he invariant under a single 
transposition (ii). This is quite easy to see. Suppose the orthogonal array (P, B) is 
invariant under (34). Then for any x, y E P, (x, y, L, w) and (x, y, w. z ) in B implies 
z = w which sayr that the (I. 2.3) and (I. 2,4) orthogonal arrays of (P, B) are 
identical which, of course, cannot be. A similar argument works for any transposi- 
tion. It follows that the candidates for invariant conjugation subgroups of S, are 
precisely the subgroups each of which do not contain any transpositions; i.e., ((I)), 
Cz = ((i’)(st)), Ca = ((ijk)), Cd = ((ijst)), K, and A,. We now show that each of 
these subgroups of SJ is in fact an invariant conjugation subgroup. We handle each 
subgroup separately. 
(1) ((1)). Let pi > 3 be odd. Take P = {0,1,2,. . ., n - 1) and R = 
{fx, y, x -i- y (mod n), x - y (mod rr ): all x9 y E P}. It is easy to verify that (P, B) is an 
orthoganal array. A straightforward check shows that (P, B) is invariant under no 
permutation of S, except, of course (1). We handle one case, say (1234), the other 
cases being similar. Suppose (P, B) is invariant under (1234) and let (n, y, x + y. 
x-y)EB with x#y. Then {x -. y, x, y, x + y ) must belong to B also. But then 
(,x - p)+x = y gives2x = 2y which in turn gives x = y, a contradiction. The other 
cases fail just as easity .
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(2) C2 = ((ij)(sr)). Without loss of generality we can take Cz = ((12)(34)). Let 
I orS(modtj)anddefine(F,B)by P={O,1,2,...,n-l}and 
4 
B := ((x, y, 2x - y (mod n), 2y - x (mod n)): all x, y E P}. 
in (I), the fact that (P, B) is an orthogonal array is a routine exercise and it is 
trivial to see that (P, B) is invariant under conjugation by (I2)(34). To see that the 
invariant conjugation subgroup of (P, B) is precisely G = ((12)(34)) we needl show 
only that (P, 23) is not invariant under conjugation by (13)(24). This is because if any 
other permutation in S, were in stab(P,B) then (13)(24) would also belong to 
stab(P, f?). So let (x, y,2x - y,2y - x) be any row in B with x # y, If (2x - y, 
29 - x, x, y ) also belongs to E then 2(2~ - y ) - (2y - x) = x. This gives 4x = 4y or 
x = y, a contradiction. 
P 3.2. There is an n ’ x 4 or~hcigorral array having invariant conjugation 
a&group CT, = ((12)(34j) for eorry n = 1 or S(mod 6,). 
(3) C, = ((ijk)). Without loss of generality we can assume CJ = ((132)). Let 
(P* 8) be an orthogonal array having Ci as its invariant canjugation subgroup. Let 
(P, 8,) and (P, &) be the (1,2,3) and Ii ,2,4) orthogonal arrays of (P, B) respec- 
tively. Now since (f, 8,) is invariant undrr $132)). whenever (x, y, r)f B1 then 
dy, t. I) and (2, x, y) must belong to B, atrso Therefore if (I? C+) is the quasigroup 
associated with (P, I&) then (f? ~31: ) must ‘sit isfv the identity x(yx) = y ; i.e., (P, @I) is 
semisymmetric. For each pair of elements u. bj.tP set [(a, h)] = {(a, b), (b, a@~ b), 
(aa,b,a)). If afb then /[(~,b)]j=3, wlereil,s if a =B then I((a.b))l=l or 3 
&pending upon whether or not a = b is an idempote it in (P, aI). If we call [(a, b)] 
rhe orbit of (a. 63 in (P,QP,) then it is easily seen that the orbits of (P, ~1) partition 
Y x P (see IS]). /t transversal of a quasigroup (Q, 0) is a cdection of 1 Q 1 ordered 
pairs 1’ no two having the same first or second coordinate and such that if (a, 61, 
le. d) E T, then a 0 bf c 0 d. Now, whenever (x, y, t, w ) E 5 then (y, z, x, w ) and 
@,x,y,w) also belong to B. This says that in (P,QPs) x&y = ydptz = r&r = w; 
i.e., the cells be:longing to the orbit [(x, y)] in (P,B~) must be occupied by the same 
symbol in (#‘,a)* It follows that the cells in (P, @I) corresponding to the f Pj 
occurrences of each x E P in (Z a) not off ly form a transversat of (f, QpI ) but must 
necessarily be the union of orbits of (P,B~). Therefore the quasigroup (P,&) 
partitions PxP mto f Pf transversals of (P,B~) each of which is the union of orbits 
cjf (P* a 9. Hence, in addition to being semisymmetric, an additionai necessary 
condition on the quasigroup (P,B~) is that its orbits can be partitioned into 
transversals. How since the only subgroup of S, containing C, and not any 
transposition is A, and (12)(34)i A, it cannat be the case that (P,&) is the 
transp of (f&3j). 
Mm 3.3. Let (P, R) be an orthogonal army and denote by (P# 4~~ ) md (P,@ ) 
the ~~~~~~~~~s cmociuteri with the (I, 2.3) and (1,2,4) orthogmui arrays of (P, 8). 
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Then (P, B) has invariunr conjugation subgroup CI = ((132)) if and only if (P, x, ) is 
semisymmetric, (P, Q ) purtitions (P, @I ) into transversuls each of which is the unimr 
of dits of (P, @l ), and (P, @, ) und (P, B? ) me not transpws. 
Proposition 3.4. There is an n2 x 4 orthogonal army having invariunr conjugariun 
subgroup C.3 = ((132)) for euery, n = 3(mod6). 
Pro& Wfson and Ray-Chaudhuri have shown that the spectrum for Kirkman 
triple systems is the set of ail n 3 3(mod6) (see [8]>. A Kirkman triple system is 
equivalent to a quasigroup (P,@) satisfying the iIdentities X’ = X, x(xy ) = y and 
(YX)X = y (the Steiner identities). These fatter two identities imp:y x(yx) = y and 
XY = yx. It is an easy exercise to show that as a consequence of the resolvability of 
Kirkman triple systems that the orbits of (P,q) are resolvable into transversal [LI]. 
\:OW construct the a2 X 3 orthogonal array (P, B) whose (I, 2,3)-orthogonal array 
.*,~responds to a Kirkman quasigroup (P, QD! ) and vvhosc (1,2,4)-orthogonal array 
ci.srresponds to the quasigroup (P,&) obtained by replacing the elements in cacr) 
transversal of (P,Q, ) with the same symbol (different symbols for different 
transversals of cour!me). Then (P, @‘I) is a semisymmetric quasigroup. (P,a, ) 
partitions (P, c;;3] ) into tran$versais each of which is the unim of orbits of (P, go,). and 
since (P, QDI ) is commutative (V, @I ) and (P, @I?) cannot be transposes of each other. 
(4) A+ Let (P, I?) he an orthogonal array h-q*; do Ing A, as its invariant conjugation 
subgroup. Let (P,B~) be the quasigroup associated with the (1,2,3)-crrthogonal 
array of (P, f3) and (P-a) the quasigroup associated with the (1,2,4)-csrth(lg~:r?:tl 
array of (P, B). Since (123)~ A,. (P,apl) must be semisymmelric. Since (12)(M), 
(13)(24), (14)(23)E A4, (P.3, ) must satisfy Schriider’s second law (xy)(yx) = x. 
Now let U. 6 E P and (u, b, c, d) E B. Then (h, a. cI. c) E 23 ((12)(34) E A,). 
(c, a, 6, d) E B (( 123) E A& and (a, c, 2, b) E B (j12)(34) E A a). Hence 
aqbt (n@sl b) = UC% c = d = bag N ; i.e., (P. @I) satisfies the Stein identity X(X(XY) = yx. 
It follows that a necessary condition for the orthogonal array (P, B) to have 
invariant conjugation subgroup A, is that (P,mt) satisfy (xy)(yx) = x zrd x(xy) =- 
yx and that (P,@) is the transpose of (P,@,). This turns out to be sufficient. Let 
(P,QP~) be a quasigroupsatitiFying(xy)(yx) = x and x(xy) = yx, (P,&)rhe transp-c 
of (P,B~), and (P, B) the orthogonaf array whose (I ,2,3)-orthogonal array ccmm- 
ponds to (P, @Pr ) and whose (1,2.4)-orthogonal array corresponds to (P, ~2 1. The 
fact that (P,B~) and (P,&) are transposes coupled with the fact that (P. @:I ) satisfies 
WW) = x shcws that (P, B) is invariant under conjugation by K,. If we can show 
that (P, B) is invariant uuder (132) we are through (since (132) and KJ generate Aa). 
In view of the comments preceding Proposition 3.3 it suffices to show that (P. RI ) is 
~misymmetrie and that (P+ a) partitions (P,aDI ). The identities X(V) = yx and 
W W-1 = x imply I = y and so it remains to show that (P, CX& 1 partitions 
(p,qpr) ,into transversals each of which is the union of orbits of (P, @I 1. This is 
equivalent to showing that whenever (a, 6, c, d) E R, then Cb, c, a, d) and (c. (1. b9 d ) 
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belong to 6 alscl. so let (a, 6. am b, b@,, a) E B. 
(U~,b)~,b)=(b,aQdrb,n,b~,n)EB and 
o~,(a71,6))=(a~,6,u,6,6~,u)E B. We have the 
Then (6. u@t 696~~ (am b), 
(a~t6,a,(a~tb)ISptb)~ta, 
following result. 
P~OpOSi:hl 35. Let (P. B) be cjn orthogonal arruy. Then (I? B) has invuriunf 
conjugation su6grorcp A, if and on/y if (P, aI ) sutisfies x(xy ) = yx mod (xy )( yx) = x 
md (P, @I ) is the transpose of (P, @t ). 
Pfopition 3.6. The spectrum for nz x 4 orthogonnl urruys having A4 as invuriunt 
cor$ugution subgroup is preciseiy the set of all n 5~ f or 4 (mod 12). 
Proal. fianani haF shown that the spectrum for pairwise balanced designs with 
Mock size (, ((2,4)-Steiner systems) is the set of all n = 1 or 4(mod 12) (see [2]). A 
quasigroup (P,@) satisfying x(xy)= yx and (xy)(yn) is equivalent to a (2,4)- 
Steiner system (P, B). 
(S) C, = ((ijst)). We can assume C, = ((1432)). We begin by remarking that as 
Qwjn aa an arthogonai array is invariant under conjugation by (1432j it must have 
(-*, as its invariant conjugation subgroup. For if (P, 23) is invariant under conjuga- 
tion by C, pluaan additional permutation, then the only possibility for the invariant 
conjugation stbgrouy of (P, f3) would be A,. Since Ca is not a subgroup of A, this 
cannot happen. 
PropOsition 3.7. Let (P, BJ 6e an orthogonal army. Then (P, B) has invariant 
conjugation su6group C4 if and only if the quusigmup associated with the (1,2,3)- 
nrthngonai army of !P, B) satisfies the identity (ql)fy(xy)] = x. 
f+fmf. Let (P,B) be an orthogonal array with invariant conjugation subgroup 
C, = ~(1.02)) and let (P,Q,) be the quasigroup associated with t!~e (1,2,3)- 
:xthogonai array of (P, B). Let a, 6 E P and (a, 6, c, d) E B. Then of course 
(6. C. 4 u), (c,d, a, b), and (d,u, 6,~) also ‘belong to B. I-bnce 
(~:~6)~~(6~((a~~;.5)]=cq~b~c]~=c~d=uand(P,~)s~tisfies(.ry)(y(xy)]=x. 
On the other hand if (P,B) satisfies (xy)[y(xy)] = x, set I3 r= {(a,b, ~~86. 
hs(a~6)): at1 u,bEP). 
Claim. (P. f3) is an orthogonal array which is invariant under conjugation by 
I1J.12). 
TO hcgin with, regardkss of whether or not (I? I?) is an orthogl.,nal array, B is 
invariant under conjugation by (1432). If a, 6 E P we must show that there are 
uriique rarws of B such that (a, 6,x1, yt), (u, x2,,6,yr), (a,xl,yj, 6), &,a, 6, y4). 
lx+. u, ~5, 6J9 (x*, yar a, 6). The, fact that (a, 6,x1, y,) is unique follows from. the fact 
lhat ?he Yd and 4’h columns are defined b) a ~9 6 and b@(u @L’s*>. The ]!act that 
.I bx,. u. 6. yl) and (x, y<,, u, 6) are unique foiiows from the fact that I3 ;s mvarknt 
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under (1432). Now (~1, x’?, b, Y?) is unique because a 8 x2 = b (unique sol~~abilit~~ in 
(P, a)) and (x5, a, ys, b) is unique because (a,~, b, y:) is. Since (b. u, I, 8’) k unicnte 
the above remarks show that (a, x1, y,, b) must also be unique 
Example 3.8. Lc:~ (P,@) be defined by the accompan~lrlg tahk. 
It is easily checked tt:,at (P, gg) satisfies (xy)[y(xy)] = x. The orthogonal array (P, H) 
constructed from (P,@) as in the proof of Proposition 3.7 is given by: 
P = (1.2.3.4). 
B ={(1,1,3,4), (1,3,4,1), (3,4,1,1), (4,1,1.3); 1;.2,1,2), (2.1,2.l). 
(1,4,2,3), (4,2,3. I,), (2.X1.4), (3,1,4,2), \L, 2.4,51), (2.4.X 2). 
(4,3,2,2), (3,2,2,4), (3,3,X 3). (4,4,4,4)}. 
The reader can actualI:/ check that the invariant conjugation subgroup of (P. R ) is 
Cd = ((1432)). 
Proposition 3.9. There is an n’ x 4 orthogonal urruy having invariant conju@on 
sufqpup Cq = ((1432)) for euery n = pIp2 - * - pk. where the p,‘s: me not necessarily 
distinct primes and each pi = 1 (mod 4). 
PnMf. Let p = 4fn + 1 be a prime. Then the multiplicative group of nonzero 
elxtents of GF(p) is cyclic of order 4m and therelore contains on element (1 of 
order4, This imphes that uicl or -1 and that l+a+a’+a’=O. Set P= 
{(A L2,. * *, p - If and define a binary operation @ on P by x @y = - ax + (P + a )y. 
A quite routine argwrntn! ~!WYJS that (P, a) is a quasigroup satisfying the identit!, 
(xY)fY(XY)]= x (set 161). Taking direct products completes the proof 
(6) K, Let (P,R) be an orthogonal array with invariant conjugation subgroup 
K, = C(l), (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)), If (x, Y, z, W) E B then B ‘must also contain 
(y, X, w, t ), (2, w, X, y ) and (w, z, y, x), Let (P. @l ) be tire quasigroup associated wtt h 
the(1,2,.3)-orthogonalarray of (P, B)and(P.gg,) the quasigroupexxiated with the 
(1,2,-+)-orth~~gonal array of (P, B). In (P, gl) we have (XC+ y )I% (~6% x) = z s w = 
x ; i.e., (P, cgr, ) satisfies (ny)(yx) = Y (Schriider’s second law). _Mditionally, (P. zl ) 
and (P,ea2) am transposes of each other. Finally, if (P.c%) is semisymmetric, then 
(P,&) cannot partition (P,@,) into transversals which are the union of orbits of 
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(P, :$i, 9, On the other hand, suppose (f, ~9~ 9 satisfies (xy)(yx) := x, (f, &) is the 
tranqmc of (P. @l 9 (and therefore (P, aI 9 and (P, m) are orr3ogonalj, and if (P, 6% ) 
is semisymmetric then (P,ea) does not partition (P, al ) inlo transversats each of 
which is ;he union of orbits of (P,&)+ Let (P,B) be the xthogonal array with 
rthogonal arrays corresponding to (P? @at j and (P, &) F. ,pec- 
satisfies (xy)(yx) = x and (I’,&) is the transpose of (P,@l), 
E 8, then (6, a, 4 c 9, (c, d, a, b), (d, c, b, a) belong to JY also. 
Therefore (P.B) is invariant under conjugation by IL. Now if the invaridnt 
conjugation subgroup of (P, B) is not K, it must be A,. However, in this case, 
(P.B~ 9 would be semisymmetric and (f, ~92) would partition (P, aI) into transversals 
which are the union of orbits of (P, @l ). 
Pm ion 3.10. The orthogonal array (f’, B) has invariant conjugarion subgroup 
K4 ifand only if (P,cp,) sarisfits = x, (P,~pa) is rhe transpose of(P,@, 9, and 
if (f, aI 9 is semi~ymmetric then (P. a) does not partition (f, @)) into transversals 
which are rho unim of orbits of (Pg dpI ). 
Example 3.11. Let (Q,o) be defined by ahe accompanying table 
0 
r 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
13462857 
4 2 5 78136 
57314284 
7 8 2 4 1 3 6 5; 
64835721 
25784613 
‘86153472 
~1627548 
Then (0. Q) sxtisfics (xy)(yx 1= x (and so is orthogonal to its transpose) and is not 
+umisymmetric. TS tionstrucr thti orthogonal array (Q, B) from (QIo) take B = 
Stx.y.x ~y,y~x): all x,y E Q). 
Pm itisn 3.12. There is an n ’ x 4 orthogona array having invarianl canjugahon 
~~~~~f~ff~ K, ar aft sufficiently large n satisfying n =O or 1 mod 4) and n s 2 
I mod 3). 
3 ,-. 
In f 1 J, it is shown that for suficiently latge’.n = Q or Z (mod4) there is an 
~ua~~gr~yup (Q,o) of order n satisfying (xy)(y_x)= x. If in ad&&m 
tt 5% 2 ~~~~~~~~~ then (Q,oj cannot by semisymmetric. 
I 
. 
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Remarks. It is irr;por~~~nt to note that although we have concerned oursclvcs in the 
preceding results with the subgroups C: = ((12)(34)), C, = ({132)). (‘4 := (( 153?!! 
(and also, of course, ((l)), Kq and A,) a trivial translation in each ca~c gnvcs the 
identical &u&s arid. ~h~~~~~u=rixa~~~ns for ‘sny of the SU@SO~S (5? z {(ii )(R ,s$, 
Cs = (f(ijk )>, and G = (l#a)) r We have. csidesed the cases C> = ((12)(M)), C, = 
((132)) and C,= ((1432)) only to keep the natation from getting out of hand. We 
recogcize this formally with the following theorem. 
Thwwm 3.13. l%e i rtrariant conjugation subgroups of S, are precisdy {(I )), 
Cz - {(ii)(s CJ = ((ijk)), C, = ((ijst)}, K, unJ Ao, and rherefore &P nl~n~he~ n,f 
conjugates of an n3 x 4 orthogonal L;lrray must be one of 2, 6, 8, 12 or 24. 
Table 1 summarizes the results in this paper. We use C, = ((12)(34)), C, =: ((132)) 
and C,, = ((1432)). These results are immediately translatable for any ((ri)(st)), 
Table 1. 
Invariant Characterization Spectrum to date Best possible 
conjugation WWll 
subgroups of s, 
--_- 
(1) n=l(modZ), n&5 all a .ae 7 
_II___ 
G = ((12IWN n = 1 or S(mod6) all n i 7 * 
- ---_ .-__ 
(P, @it) semisymmetric, 
(P,@) partitions (P,@, 1 
CJ = WW into transversals which arc all n = J(mod6) 1 
u,nions of orbits, and 
V. QpI I and V, CC% 1 are 
not transposes 
l n =p,pz * * -p,, where the 
p,‘s are not necessarily 
distinct primes and 
B, = i(mnd4) 
m 
3 
_-- - 
K, 
(xy~~yx I = x, lP> @z 1 is the all stifficiently large 
transpose of (P,@,), and n=O or 1 (moda) and 
if (P, a) is semisymmetric ~2 (mod 3). 
‘> 
then (P.@) does not partition 
(P, @,) into transversals 
which are unions of orbits 
~_.. 
A4 
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((ij& )) and ((i-St)}. In the table (P, @,) and (P, ~$2) will always denoke lk yuasigr~ups 
associated with the (I, 2,3) and (1,2,4)-orthogonal arrays of the orthogonal array 
(P. 63). 
Tlterc@ afE: Wm very rWm9s prth\ems wh9sh presml Zhemse~~es. The hsr is Sk 
determinarion for each invariant ccjnjugatiott subgraup H crf S4 of the set of alI tt 
much th% 23pAI;e ;rs a~ R=X 4 WZ&~+CJG-& srrap*k~;~ ;~J~zw&IwLxTIT;-~~~~~cFI~ sxi~w
H. This is not a particularly easy problem. The second problem is the determination 
a~f the invariant conjugation subgroups of S, for n 3 5. This is aho a very difTicult 
(hut inlriguing) problem. 
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